
Kevin Walsh 	 7/29/95 
918 F St., HW 
Washington, BC 20004 

Dear Kevin, 

I was glo,4 to hear from you, as was nil, ho sit near the Speakerphone during 

most of our conversation yesterday. From tiro to time she's wondered aloupid when yeu 

might come up again. 

And I'm glad to hear about the changes at AARC. I hope they have meaning. 

If Ath his news background FitsGabbons participates actively it may. If 

he is lbstened to. As you did not listen to me. 

Learning and establishing fact are basic and are important. But if you look 

back on the assassination oomtraversies doing that and malting it available has informed 

many people but it has made no real difference in any other way.If one wants to do more 

one needs to try to understmd how that can be done. un that you were holier than the 

pope and refused to listen. Lou said in effect that all that counts is investigating, 

which is what yoo are doing. You'll see that that alone leads to. 

You from your silence, if you have even read it, and sir from his record, are 

blind, for examrd.e, to the possibilities turEn AGAIN! provides. If they are used. As I 

arse not in a position to do. If I were I'd have held a press conference on it in April. 

If you think tfiat at this stage of my life I have any ego interest in any of 

this you are wrong. What I want is what has some possibilities of doing some good. 

You did not listen on Hardin, either. 

I'll not be writing any more on the King assassination but I'll also have nothing 

to do on it with what is either ego-tripping or what I believe is wrong. and I tell you 

that I think I have what can walk Itay. With all that means. I'm riot giving it to anyone 

in whose use of it I have no confidence. 

Afttr my 1969 heart operations and thy: new limitations I am under I did some 

re j iniang. What I decided is anything but ego-dominated. I"m spending every minute I 

can trying to make as much of a record for history!_s I can. And 1  know it may never be 

looked at. But I also know that if it does not exist it cannot be. But I've spent to 

time on 	, for various reuoons. 

I hope you are not as disappointed with ARAB as you were with HSCA but the 

way you hiked believe -that in inevitable. I think you should try to open your mind 

to what you have closed out of it and to give thought to what is not in your mind. If 

you want some real accomplishment. 

-Lou aro wrong in dismissing the members as mere librarians. And you may have 

a good relationship withAaruell but he is not a mere librarian. I have no doubt he 

dominates the staff and what it does and does not do. 
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What it has done to low that 1  know of is Oo no moro than make a record 

of covring its ass by bang in a position to say that it listened to evurybEbdy who 

wanted to be heard which it will say means it did all that could be done. 

Its record is of rofuaing to do what even a librarian should understand 

should be done. 

Almost all it has listened to are nuts who actually know very little about 

the assaooination itoelf and care less about the fact of it. 

For all the timo you've spent in Washington and on the Hill you reflected 

last evening a lack of understanding of what can and cannot mean anything in terms of 

accomplishing anything. 

If you, and I mean this also in the plural, want to really do some good you'd 

better do come rethirdd.ng and open you mind to what in not in it and you seem not only 

not to unclerstand but do not Ault to understand. 

If you send roc what neo you have on Ilardin maybe I cansee something in it that 

you have not. I'll not do anythin:; with it or use it in writing. 44 have it on file but 

havo no other use for it. 

Yourikac!7. of interest in what ' said about Hardin makeu me wonder chat can be 

in your mind about him. If yn,oingulAr or plural, think the FBI was behind the King 

assassination, that is silly. But I do believe that some deep thought on why if it 

Was not by:ocidcnt blurto out Hartingh told me he was an FBI
/
‘abol infomant. 

hY the way, hartinik is not in the Atlanta city directories of the relevant years. 

Areporter friend then in Atlanta checked that out for me. He also is not mentioneXitve.  

in the Atlanta MEM file. I have it. 

From what I've heard, that Pepper is writing a book and working on a show that 

will name the assassin, I see nothing but more futility and wrong in that. 

As you Wow I've made no effort toflearn what am' of gp you is up to or involved 

in. Some comer to me and I have no way of loloaing whether it is true. But if what little 

I've hoard of more Kennedyebashing is true you are all babes in the woods and are doing 

the exact opposite of what can have mooning or do some good. You all lack the basic 

political understanding and not one of you  has made any effort of which I an aware to 
LAherstand the political realiticn, political in the broadest sense. DesPite the fact 

that the oolitical situations are controlling. 

Pa like you, individually and collectively to succeed but chat little I know 

tells me you cannot the way you are going, again in tits plural, and will not. I regret 

that. I hope you will lot yourself think that I've said through and are able to. 
Why not ask yourself why none of you has slant. , 

wisn you well and hope you can some up, me an f y o tho seal -disclosed records 
other than Jim in boasting of CYO 1359 to see 
if I can feed back anything I see in any one of 
them because that is th: fact. 


